Abstract. We present a complete tool chain for automatic controller synthesis using Uppaal Tiga and Simulink. The tool chain is explored using an industrial case study for climate control in a pig stable. The problem is modeled as a game, and we use Uppaal Tiga to automatically synthesize safe strategies that are transformed for input to Simulink, which is used to run simulations on the controller and generate code that can be executed in an actual pig stable provided by industrial partner Skov A/S. The model allows for guiding the synthesis process and generate different strategies that are compared through simulations.
Introduction
Inevitable parts in a traditional control design cycle are modelling, simulations and synthesis. Modelling often results in non-linear continuous models needing linearization and/or model order reduction in order to be applicable for control, while simulation can implement both original and linearized models. For control synthesis standard linear controllers are verified by design, but the control engineer still needs to perform the step of translating a mathematical description of the controller into an executable application that can be run on an embedded platform. Additionally, in the setting of hybrid models controller synthesis itself is a highly non-trivial task.
In this paper, we present a prototype for model-based framework for optimal control using the recently developed controller synthesis tool Uppaal Tiga [3, 2] in combination with Simulink [10] and providing a complete tool chain for modeling, synthesis, simulation and automatic generation of production code (see Fig. 1 ). The framework requires that two models of the control problem are provided: An abstract model in terms of a timed game and a complete, dynamic model in terms of a (non-linear) hybrid system. Given the abstract (timed game) model together with logically formulated control and guiding objectives, Uppaal Tiga automatically synthesizes a strategy which is directly compiled into an S-function 1 representation of the controller. Now 
Fig. 1. Illustration of tool chain for model based control
The framework is presented through an industrial case study carried out in collaboration with the company Skov A/S specializing in climate control systems used for modern intensive animal production. For such systems it is of extreme importance that the climate control work properly, since a failure can result in the death of entire batches of animals and in turn loss of revenue for the farmer. In this context a properly functioning control system should additionally provide a comfortable environment for the animals.
In [9, 8] , a dynamic model for a pig stable that is both nonlinear and hybrid and a verified stable temperature controller has been presented. The control design of said papers is unique and does not apply standard control design techniques. We show in this paper that our framework allows for automatic generation of the controller presented in [9, 8] , and moreover that our framework makes it straight forward to obtain and implement extended controllers, e.g. by including humidity control. For a thorough discussion of the control engineering issues with controller synthesis for the climate controller, we refer to [9, 8] .
The model of the climate controller is constructed in an ad-hoc manner and the paper does not provide methodology for abstracting non-linear hybrid models to timed automata models. The model serves two different purposes, namely, to illustrate the tool chain for deriving production code from models and provide the area of automatic controller synthesis of real-time systems with an industrial scale case study. Furthermore, the constructed model does not include clock
